WELCOME TO #THISWAYUP14
Audiences have changed. As the industry shifts, can the sector
keep up? This Way Up is a collaborative festival of ideas giving
exhibitors the chance, for the first time, to open a national
dialogue on where we are and where we are going.
Over the next two days we’re bringing together a host of speakers,
panelists and industry folk to stimulate debate and present
alternative and surprising viewpoints, but we really want to hear
from you. Please use social media, comment cards and the panel
sessions to engage in the debate, respond to the provocations, to
tell us your story and to kill some sacred cows.
This is our first event so it might be a little rough around the
edges but we hope that the ideas of those who are passionate
about cinema will shine brightly, like projector light through the
darkness.
VENUE: TYNESIDE CINEMA, PILGRIM STREET, NEWCASTLE
The Electra - 4th Floor
The Roxy - 3rd Floor
The Gallery - 3rd Floor
Conference Office - 3rd Floor
Digital Lounge - 2nd Floor
Pop Up Space (Pitch ‘N’ Mix + Party): Across the road , Pilgrim
Street, NE1 6RL
COFFEE: 3rd Floor, 9-5pm
LUNCH: Gallery, 3rd Floor
Eat it there or Digital Lounge (2nd Floor)
SCHEDULE: In the middle of this guide
PARTY: In the pop up space across the road, Tues from 6pm. Yes
there’s food too.
FEEDBACK: Use your ‘What Next?’ cards and hand to a member
of staff.
QUESTIONS: 3rd Floor office at end of corridor from left of
stairs. Or tweet @THISWAYUPCON. Or just grab someone with a
staff badge.
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TUESDAY 2 DECEMBER
REGISTRATION AND COFFEE: 9AM - 10AM
10.30am - 12.30pm Welcome and Opening Provocations
THE ELECTRA – 4th Floor
Welcome (10.30am)
Mark Dobson (Tyneside Cinema), Jon Barrenechea (Picturehouse
Cinemas)
Opening Remarks
Ben Roberts (BFI)
Opening Provocations:
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Tweetalong
Gabrielle Jenks (Abandon Normal Devices)
Already in the first 10 years of social media, audiences build and
review their life story with the likes of Timehop and #TBT. Second
screen experiences are integral to broadcast television. Exhibitors
are adopting ‘tweet discreet’ screenings, major cinema chains are
exploring the use of displaying immediate audience comments
on screen, and wearable tech is on the rise making sure we are
constantly connected. Where does the online experience sit within
the exhibition sector, and how can it be exploited?
Anyone can be a programmer
Michael Pierce and Phil Wood(Cinema Nation/Scalarama)
To plan their world tour, Iron Maiden looked to torrent sites for
where their music was most illegally downloaded. Online activity
and data can be used to map audience behaviours in ways never
thought of 10 years ago. Can a programmer still decide what an
audience should watch when their preferred viewing choices are
hidden in plain view? What exactly is the contemporary dialogue
between the programmer and the audience as tastemaker, and
who is really in control of what we exhibit?
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The Price of Wasabi Peas
Ian Francis (Flatpack Film Festival)
Cinema at its invention was hailed as the first democratic art
form, open to all, and the primary form of entertainment when
picture palaces entertained thousands per night. In today’s
exhibition landscape audiences can now choose to spend three
times the national minimum wage on a luxury cinema seat, or
crowdfund a community cinema where films are programmed
democratically with little or no entry fee. Can contemporary
exhibition be both luxury, and democratic?
The Death of Cinema, the Rise of the Cinematic
Emma Keith (National Theatre Live)
Cinematic forms and narratives are everywhere: from games
and television, to theatre and the arts. In turn, is watching a film
without influence from other art forms enough anymore, with the
rise of live cinema, live soundtracking, and alternative content
topping the box office?

12.30pm - 1.30pm: LUNCH 3RD FLOOR

Grab your lunch from the 3rd floor, eat in the Gallery or join
Cinema Nation in the Digital Lounge (2nd floor) to get involved in
their next BFI Programming Development Fund bid
When is a cinema not a cinema?
Alternative Content and its place in the programme
1.30pm - 2.30pm, THE ELECTRA, 4th Floor
Emma Keith (NT Live), John Wyver (RSC Screen/Journalist),
Rob Arthur (Thurso Cinema), Marc Allenby (Picturehouse
Distribution) Joan Parsons (Showroom Workstation) Chair: Mark
Dobson (Tyneside Cinema)
Whether live or pre-recorded, theatre, opera and ballet
productions are topping the box office, and now account for up to
17% of all box office at some cinema chains. Has the ‘being there’
element of watching a production live now become irrelevant
when productions can be enjoyed on screen in your home town?
Should exhibitors be worried that alternative content is ‘stealing’
slots from film in its traditional sense, and should film festivals
and independent cinemas integrate this into their programmes?
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The cinema difference:
Why the collective experience still draws audiences
1.30pm – 2.30pm, THE ROXY, 3rd Floor
Sam Meech (Re-Dock/A Small Cinema/ScreeningFilm.com), Mat
Fleming (Star and Shadow), Jacqueline Chell (Cinema for All)
Chair: Dr David Forrest (University of Sheffield)
The other strands of This Way Up could be arguments for why
people no longer go to the cinema. At this point in time what is
attracting our audiences? How does direct ownership of cinema
spaces or participation in programmes increase audience
investment? Do audiences value comfort over co-op and are
both approaches equally exclusive? What is the balance between
reducing economic barriers to attendance and maintaining a
viable cinema offer? Is cinema good value for money? Do we have
a right to cinema? Why? What are the benefits and does research
support this?

2.30pm – 3pm: BREAK: COFFEE 3RD FLOOR
Hacksploitation: How can we use hacking to problem solve?
3pm - 4pm, THE ROXY, 3rd floor
Joeli Brearley (Future Everything), Gabrielle Jenks (Abandon
Normal Devices)
Everything you ever wanted to know about data hacks but were
afraid to ask! Join Joeli and Gabrielle to find out what exactly
a hack is and how hacks can be used innovatively in exhibition
practice.
Your eyeballs in my pockets: Who controls what we exhibit?
3pm – 5pm, THE ELECTRA, 4th floor
Ian Francis (Flatpack Festival), Bill Lawrence (Reel Solutions),
Selina Robertson (Independent Cinema Office), Ian Cartwright
(ourscreen/elevenfiftyfive), Chair: Jay Arnold
Ian Francis talks about Flatpack Film Festival’s innovative
programming, before our panel are asked to respond to the
following statement:
The dark arts of film programming have been blown asunder.
Audiences can not only rate and slate a film online with huge
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consequences on attendance at subsequent screenings but are
also beginning to crowdsource their own screenings through
formats such as ourscreen. In an age of audience participation,
should a programmer trust their instincts or involve audience
opinion and reactions in their decision-making?
Punk DCP: Learn to corral your content
AKA How a man from Yorkshire changed our lives forever
4.15pm - 4.45pm, THE ROXY, 3rd Floor
Sam Cuthbert (Hackney Picturehouse)
Tired of navigating DVD/Blu Ray menus? Fed up with being
handed a mac formatted drive full of pro res files? Received
enough wetransfer and Dropbox links to last you a lifetime? Well
find out how to alleviate some of your woes with a crash course
in self-generated DCP making, covering still slides, shorts and
features using only open source software.
Pitch and Mix
5pm - 6pm, Tyneside Cinema Pop Up (across the road from
Tyneside Cinema)
Grab a drink and join our industry panel to hear from our
shortlisted Exhibition Innovation Fund applicants and vote for
your favourite project!
Sheffield Doc/Fest and Crossover Labs present
Interactive at This Way Up
6pm - late, Tyneside Cinema Pop Up (across the road from
Tyneside Cinema)
After some great food at 6pm, Sheffield Doc/Fest and Crossover
Labs join us for an evening of interactive exploration, where you
can play with virtual reality on Oculus Rift headsets, join in a
multiplayer big screen space adventure with Renga, and dance to
DJ Dr Rebekka Kill who will present her Facebook is like Disco,
Twitter is like Punk show, blending music and social media. The
evening will inspire delegates to take exhibition to the next level,
and have a LOT of fun too.
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SCHEDULE: TUESDAY 2 DECEMBER
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SCHEDULE: WEDNESDAY 3 DECEMBER
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WEDNESDAY 3 DECEMBER
Opening Presentation: Skillful Stealing, Digital Fear & moving
beyond Facebook
10am - 11am, THE ELECTRA, 4th Floor
Rohan Gunatillake (21awake/Native)
Day 2 opens with a distinctly digital theme as Rohan Gunatillake
draws on his vast experience with 21awake, Edinburgh Festivals,
Sync, British Council & buddhify to address why exhibitors
should be thinking more about digital than just posting screening
times on Facebook.
We’re all super-geeks now: Highly engaged audiences and
their effect on cinema-going culture
11am - 12.30pm, THE ELECTRA, 4th Floor
Chris Dennis (Entertainment One), Simon Bateson (Take One
Action), Andrew Partridge (Anime Limited), Chair: Jay Arnold
(Freelance)
For the first 80 years of cinema, audiences heard about a film a
couple a months before release, headed to the cinema on opening
night and that was their engagement with a film. Nowadays
horizon-scanning websites tell us about films that won’t be hitting
the cinema for another 2, 3 or more years and, after seeing a film,
fans create tribute sites and debate their favourite films in infinite
detail for years to come. Does this new breed of hyper-engaged
cinema-geeks offer insight into how cinemas can build a longterm relationship with their audience? Do we need to offer more
ways to engage with films in cinemas to fulfil the desire for bigger,
better, more?
How do you capture a smile in a spreadsheet?
Big Data and the arts
11am - 12.30pm, THE ROXY, 3rd Floor
Joeli Brearley (Future Everything), Lara Devitt (Arts Council
England), Chair: Rohan Gunatillake (21awake/Native)
Data has been a hot topic in the arts for many years now, yet we
have still only scratched the surface of what is possible. a recent
report shows that 91% of Fortune 100 companies have at
least one big data initiative in progress. Yet a survey by Nesta
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concluded that less than half of the organisations who responded
(900 in the UK), use data to develop their online strategy and
only 1 in 5 use data to develop new products and services.
Joeli Brearley talks through - What is data? What is open data?
What is big data? How can arts organisations start to use data to
increase their audiences, analyse their own business models and
be even more creative? Joeli will explore some real life examples
including the Big Data Digital R&D project she is managing ArtsAPI.
This will be followed by a Q&A opportunity with a panel of
experts including Devitt from Arts Council England and Rohan
Gunatillake

12.30pm - 1.30pm: LUNCH 3RD FLOOR

Grab your lunch from the 3rd floor, eat in the Gallery or join Joan
Parsons (Showroom Workstation) in the Digital Lounge (2nd
floor) for a Programmers Lab
The Audience is already the programmer
+ Ignore your gut instincts: Intelligence-led decision making
1.30pm – 3pm, THE ELECTRA, 4th Floor
Ivan Wadeson (The Dukes Lancaster), Gabrielle Jenks (Abandon
Normal Devices), Rob Arthur (Thurso Cinema). Chair: Adrian
Friedli (Hull 2017)
Using examples from a range of art forms other than film,
Ivan demonstrates how content-generation and programming
is already being led by ordinary people – or by audience data
drawn from ordinary people. Shifts in consumer behaviour
and expectation are leading to significant shifts in the role of
the programmer in other art forms. What are the implications,
potential responses and pitfalls to be avoided for the film
exhibition sector? Immediatly followed by….
Our panel respond to Ivan’s above provocation.
William Goldman once famously said of Hollywood that ‘Nobody
knows anything’. His belief was that before a movie’s release,
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no-one has any real idea how well a film will do. Is that true of
exhibition? Are we all just following our guts and hunches? Even
if this is true of programming, can we use data to make better
decisions about the factors that influence our audiences’ choices?
And how much do we know about our audiences anyway?
Fertilisation vs Cannibalisation: What can film and other art
forms learn (and steal) from each other?
1:30pm – 3pm, THE ROXY, 3rd Floor
Iain Simons (Game City), Marc Allenby (Picturehouse
Entertainment), Cherie Federico (Aesthetica/Aesthetica Short
Film Festival), Chair: Susan Picken (Queen’s Film Theatre Belfast/
Film Hub NI)
In the UK more money is now spent on video games than cinema
and DVD/Blu-rays combined. The latest video game to top the
charts (Call of Duty: Advance Warfare) has a star turn from Kevin
Spacey. Games are increasingly ‘cinematic’ and adopting the
language of film. In turn, music-based films and live soundtracks
top audience awards at festivals world-wide. Ballet, opera and
theatre screenings are frequent and hugely popular, replacing
slots at multiplexes and independent cinemas alike formerly
occupied by ‘film’ in its traditional sense. Are we losing audiences
to other art forms? Does our definition of cinema need to grow
and embrace gaming, theatre and music?

3pm – 3.30pm: BREAK: Coffee 3rd floor
Closing Remarks + Exhibition Innovation Fund pitch winners
announcement
3.30pm - 4.30pm, THE ELECTRA, 4th Floor
Dave Moutrey, Director of HOME, Manchester, closes the first
TWU conference as we look ahead to next year, when TWU will
take place at the newly opened HOME in Decemeber 2015.
Jon Barrenechea will also announce the recipients of the very
first Exhibition Innovation Fund, live-pitched on Tuesday night.

SEE YOU AT #THISWAYUP15
HOME, MANCHESTER, DECEMBER 2015
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